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ABSTRACT
India Now an afternoon’s shipping quarter occupies an area of vital significance in the Indian financial system.
The notable growth of delivery region has improved change, commerce, and industries phenomenally. Increasing of
higher population and unemployment are developing issues in developing nations. Lack of consciousness, illiteracy,
undeveloped era, harmful innovation, is because of in right systems. To enhance the excessive excellent of a public quarter
inside the field of transports, the importance of Personnel management in national region delivery groups with a
considerable number of employees covering almost the entire populace of the state is essential. It brings approximately
some of the problems referring to recruitment and selection of the proper humans, their training and development,
employment relations. These practices cause worker grievances. Therefore, great employees management practices are
required to deal with those troubles. Highly influenced and devoted staff can make contributions to the productiveness of
a corporation. Functioning of the Transport Corporation mainly relies upon at the efficiency of its employee's control
practices. This study is an try to find out the effectiveness of personnel management practices in TNSTC in Tirunelveli
Division which is the gift studies vicinity. The research takes a look at includes making plans, staffing, selection
method, schooling and development, incentive plan, revenue and remuneration, motivation, change unions and
association, welfare measures and safety, performance appraisal of employees of Personnel Management. The
Performance appraisal device of Tamilnadu state delivery company workers, the boom of the unit, are planned in the
studies work. The survey covers Tirunelveli Division most effective
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